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About This Game

You are playing as a former miner, who worked in one of the mines of the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union. One day, a
series of powerful aftershocks interrupted your work, and soon an arrival of emergency State Commission was announced.

Everyone were asked to finish their job and rise to the surface. The next day, at the mine entrance, military forced you to sign
non-disclosure documents. Five years after these events, at a time when the Soviet Union is collapsing, and the mine is

completely unguarded, you decide to find out what really happened in the mine and reveal its secrets.

You will find a fascinating and frightening adventure through the old mine, where you have to hide from enemies in order to
survive. Approximate duration of gameplay for about 3 hours on 5 unique maps

The game uses my own game engine. The game took me four years to make, every part of the game and the engine were written
from scratch.
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Title: The Mine
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Publisher:
Stepanov Dmitriy
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Dual-Core Processor @ 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with Shader Model 3.0 support and 512 Mb VRAM (AMD HD 4870)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Russian
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This was EXACTLY what I was looking for! This was a gorgeous experience, masterfully executed. A musical and visual feast!.
All i have to say for this game is: WOW. Gumboy junior offers everything that you would want in a game. Graphics, story and I
have a serious emotional attachment to all of the characters. There is tons of replay value and enough choices to keep you
entertained for hours. I sunk 128 hours into the story alone and another thing: IT HAS MULTIPLAYER! I thought this game
could not get any better then it showed me its seamless matchmaking system to get into a competative game. It would be great
with freinds but I lost all my freinds in the time I was playing this game. THIS IS A MUST BUY AND FOR 1.99 FOR 275
HOURS IS A GREAT DEAL.
I CAN'T STRESS THIS ENOUGH GEEEEEEEEEET IT.. sensivity it;s to weird...it gets too long to load the map and the rest...i
have a gtx 970 and i7-4790k....in the rest it;s ok but im wainting for a new patch to play it. Rather annoying game after 2
minutes in... This is fantastic to play with controllers together with friends! One of my favourite shared screen games! Worth it
at full price, early access gameplay has next to no issues.. Contrary to the opinion that bugs have been fixed this was a bust on
my PC. Error 0xc000007. Never had a problem with any other game on Steam. Glad it was on sale price!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Not so
much pure Hold'em as pure BS.

Read the reviews and avoid. I wish I had !
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The hexcells games were fantastic, the squarecells game was a similar concept but more limited, and this game just doesn't work
for me.

Its certainly a 'me thing', not a 'game thing' - i found the addition of math to remove the logical abstract thinking which i so
enjoyed in the other games. It made it a chore, rather than an interesting exploration.. Hello All,

First for the price you get a much more involved game than you would think. So far I haven't seen any bugs that I can tell, and
its got good game play.

This game has one major drawback that I didn't see others mention, the constant clicking. You have to micro manage
everything, constantly. Now most of us are used to that in some fashion in these type of games, but this is where the short cuts
where taken, no matter what about every 20 seconds you have to click on everything that produces food, water, or cash, as well
as all the resources that respawn for your workers to go harvest\/collect. This gets old fast. clicklety click click click. Thats all
you do in this game. keep clicking on the same tree, bush, same everything every 15 to 20 seconds as it respawns.

Even using the resources you gather, every few seconds click on the kitchen, to make more stuff, no auto queing. After 10 hours
I was clicked out. Just way to much clicking. That said, if you can suffer through that, the rest of it is as others said a fun little
game.

if the workers would be auto gather on where you send them once, and the wells, tents, and grills would auto collect after the
first upgrade, that would make the game much more tolerable.

Edit the next day ... ok so once you get to level 19 ... you get a reprieve from most of the clicking. They finally give you a perk
where you only have to click on one tent, or one water well, or one brazier, and you collect everything from them all. Also by
that time, you aren't so desparate for collecting the respawning wood stone and food as much so the game play is much more
enjoyable.

I finished the game today ... nice game, well wortth the price, but i don't see any real replay ability. I also got the feeling like I
had played this game before or one very very similiar.

I would highly suggest they patch this and put that once click resource perk so you get it before you leave the first island, that
would really make the game play much more enjoyable.

Also for you planners who like to max resources before you jump to the next new place ... um as far as food, water and cash go
... don't bother , you basically start over each time. When you get to the third place .... thats when its worth really going for it,
and purchasing most of the big stuff.

Enjoy, looking forward to a second one.. This is the coolest VR game I have ever played! The combat is awesome and I have
never seen AI like this in any VR game. One question I have is can you not have more than one save on this game?. Amazingly
beautiful game. Very good story.

Cons: I didn't know my gender till the elevator scene, so I might play it again soemtime.
those faces of girls were limited but u can get over it.

Short game, unexpectable short. It ends out of nowhere. But it was kinda ok because if it was too long i probabli was abandoning
it.

8-9/10. Very very interesting game i like it very much.. You see the pictures? Those are over a year old. BEFORE thegame
breaking and game ruining update. This game is now just being false advertised and is ruined. Not worth $20. Not even worth
$10. Do me a favor, report this, and then skip.. try to beat my score. I ruled this one out for many years but I was very wrong.
The pacing, art and sound, level design and gameplay are top in the franchise. Funny af

I love the NFL orc-dudes that sprint toward you and range attack via explosive footballs very fun enemy
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